Blue and Brown Nine-Patch
Designed by Julie Hendricksen
Featuring the History Repeated Book 2 Collection by Julie Hendricksen
Size: 65 1/2” x 77 1/2”

Check www.windhamfabrics.com Free Project section to see if there are any pattern updates before you start your quilt.
Blue and Brown Nine-Patch

Designed by Julie Hendricksen
Featuring the History Repeated Book 2 Collection by Julie Hendricksen
Size: 65 1/2” x 77 1/2”
Block Size: 4 1/2”

Fabric Requirements:
- fat-eighth each of 11 blues
- fat-eighth each of 10 browns
- 1/3 yard of 11 lights
- 1/2 yard pattern 36005-6
- 2 1/3 yards Pattern 36021-2 - sashing and binding
- 2 1/8 yards Pattern 36011-2 - outer border (cut lengthwise)

Cutting Instructions:
1. Cut (200) - 2” squares from your 10 browns. Cut in sets of four.
2. Cut (196) - 2” squares from your 11 blues. Cut in sets of four.
3. Cut (495) - 2” squares from your 11 lights. Cut in sets of five.
4. Cut (218) - 2” x 5” rectangles from your sashing fabric.
5. Cut (120) - 2” squares from your cornerstone fabric.

Block Assembly:
1. Pick four 2” brown squares and five 2” light squares and sew into one nine-patch block. Press towards the dark squares. Repeat for a total of 50 nine-patch brown blocks.

2. Pick four 2” blue squares and five 2” light squares and sew into one nine-patch block. Press towards the dark squares. Repeat for a total of 49 nine-patch blue blocks.

Quilt Assembly:
1. Make a row of ten cornerstones and nine sashing strips. Begin and end row with a cornerstone. Press seams towards the cornerstones. Repeat for a total of twelve rows.

2. Make a row of ten sashing strips, five brown nine-patches and four blue nine-patches. Press seams towards sashing. Repeat for a total of six rows.
3. Make a row of ten sashing strips, five blue nine-patches and four brown nine-patches. Press seams towards sashing. Repeat for a total of five rows.

4. Sew your rows together. Refer to quilt diagram.
5. Measure down center of quilt. Cut two border strips to this length. Add to sides of quilt.
6. Measure across center of quilt. Cut two border strips to this length and add to top and bottom of quilt.

Quilt and Bind. ENJOY!

For questions about this quilt, please contact Julie Hendricksen at: julie@jjstitches.com

Be sure to visit www.windhamfabrics.com to see the complete collection and to download this and other Free Projects.